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iAbstract
This thesis analyzes pricing and hedging methods for various volatility deriva-
tives.
In the rst section, we essentially only assume that the stock price process
is continuous and we show that the information in European option prices
contains the price of a generalized variance swap. We also show how to
hedge this swap by means of robust trading strategies. Finally, we analyze
the impact of jumps in the underlying stock price process on our formulas.
For our analysis of the volatility swap, we make additional assumptions on
the stock price process and we assume that the volatility process and the
stock price process are independent of each other. Under these conditions,
we can nd the price of the volatility swap in terms of Europeans. We then
make a numerical analysis of the impact of jumps.
In the nal chapter, we nd subreplication strategies for the variance call
assuming only continuity for the stock price. Ultimately, we nd a Black
Scholes style formula under additional assumptions and test it numerically
with a model with jumps.
Zusammenfassung
Diese Diplomarbeit beschäftigt sich mit Methoden zur Preisbestimmung und
zur Replikation von Volatilitätsderivaten.
Für den Variance Call lässt sich eine Replikationsstrategie nden, welche
in sämtlichen stetigen Modellen gültig ist. Wir zeigen eine Formel mit
welcher wir den Preis des Variance Calls mit Europäischen Call und Put
Optionspreisen berechnen könnnen. Zustäzlich analysieren wir den Eekt
von Sprüngen des Aktienprozesses für unsere Formeln.
Im zweiten Abschnitt machen wir zusätzliche Annahmen an den Aktien-
preisprozess und verlangen, dass der Aktienpreisprozess und der Volatilitäts-
prozess unabhängig sind. Unter diesen Vorraussetzungen nden wir eine
Formel für den Volatility Swap. Anschlieÿend untersuchen wir numerisch
wie stark der Fehler unserer Formel ist, wenn der Aktienprozess Sprünge
hat.
Im letzten Abschnitt untersuchen wir den Variance Call und nden Strate-
gien dessen Wert zum Verfallstag höchstens gleich dem des Variance Calls
ist. Danach untersuchen wir numerisch eine besonders einfache Formel zur
Berechnung des Preises des Variance Calls, welche aber nur unter zusät-
zlichen Annahmen gültig ist.
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1. Variance swaps
The rst and simplest volatility derivative that we are going to analyze in
this thesis is the variance swap. Let us dene the process of the log returns
as
XT := log(ST =S0)
where ST denotes the stock prices process. A variance swap pays at some
xed terminal time T the amount
[X]T  K(1)
where [:]t denotes the quadratic variation and K is some xed agreed-upon
amount. Throughout this thesis, we assume, for simplicity that K = 0 and
that the interest rates are zero. Working in a very general framework, we
essentially only assume continuity of the stock price process.
In this rst chapter, we mainly follow Carr and Lee [7].
1.1. Assumptions. Let T > 0 be a nite terminal time.
Let (
;Ft;P) be a ltered probability space. We assume that our ltration
Ft is right continuous, i.e. : \
u>t
Fu = Ft
and that F0 is the trivial -eld augmented by the P-null sets.
We assume that our stock price process St is a positive continuous semi-
martingale adapted to Ft with the initial condition S0 2 R+.
Furthermore, we assume that there exists an equivalent risk neutral measure
Q such that St is a martingale under Q.
Remark In this thesis we analyze volatility contracts which depend on the
realized variance or realized volatility, in contrast to volatility derivatives
which depend on e.g. implied volatility.
In practice a variance swap pays for some partition f0 = t0  t1:::  tn = Tg:
n 1X
i=0
log(Sti+1=Sti)
2:(2)
The term converges in probability to the quadratic variation of XT as the
mesh of the partition f0 = t0  t1:::  tn = Tg tends to zero. Hence we
already have an idealization in the denition of our variance swap, when we
use the quadratic variation.
Denition 1.1. Let :(0;1) ! R be a dierence of convex functions, we
then dene the process Xt as
Xt := (St)(3)
2and for the special case  = log(St=S0)
Xt := log(St=S0):(4)
Furthermore we assume that:
E[[X]T ] <1:(5)
Remark Note that throughout this thesis we will only work under the risk
neutral measure. Every expectation is therefore, to be understood as one
under the risk neutral measure.
Of course, our assumptions include all the typical stock price process, such
as local-volatility or stochastic volatility models, where the price process has
no jumps. The stock price process and the volatility process can also be
correlated.
1.2. Replicating variance swaps. To begin with, we need some results
on convex functions. Recall that a function is convex on an open intervall
I  R if :
f(tx+ (1  t)y)  tf(x) + (1  t)f(y); 8x; y 2 I;2 [0; 1]:
The next lemma provides the properties of convex functions that we need.
Lemma 1.2. Let f be a a convex function dened on an open interval I  R.
Then, at each point x 2 I the left-hand derivative f 0 (x) and the right-hand
derivative f 0+(x) exist.
The functions f 0 (x) and f 0+(x) are increasing,left- resp. right-continuous
and the set fx : f 0 (x) 6= f 0+(x)g is at most countable and where f 0  = f 0+,
the function f 0  is continuous.
Furthermore, the second derivative f 00 exists in the sense of distributions and
it is a positive measure.
Proof. See Revuz and Yor [17] (Appendix 3.1 and 3.2). 
Note that the above lemma implies
R t
0 f
0
+(x) dx =
R t
0 f
0 (x) dx.
The next theorem will generalize Itô's formula. Instead of demanding that
f 2 C2, we only assume that f is a dierence of convex functions. For a
function f 2 C2 one can set f+ = f1f 000 and f  =  f1f 00<0 and one can
write f = f+   f  as a dierence of convex functions.
Theorem 1.3. Let M be a continuous semi-martingale. If f is a dierence
of convex functions we have:
f(Mt) = f(M0) +
Z t
0
f 0 (Ms) dMs +
1
2
Z 1
 1
Lat f
00(da)(6)
3where Lat denotes the local time of M, which is an increasing continuous
process.
Proof. See Revuz and Yor [17] (Theorem VI.1.5). 
Additionally, we will need the following result.
Proposition 1.4. Under the assumptions of the above theorem, we have a.s.Z t
0
g(Ms) d[M ]s =
Z 1
 1
g(a)Lat da 8t 2 R+(7)
where g is a positive Borel function.
Proof. See Revuz and Yor [17] (Corollary VI.1.6). 
To better understand the above formula let us set g = 1A and Mt = Bt,
where Bt is a Brownian Motion. Then we have
R1
 1 1AL
a
t da =
R t
0 1A dt. We
see that the left-hand side represents the amount of time of the Brownian
motion spent in A. Therefore, the formula is referred to as the "Occupation
times formula".
We will rst prove a more general result, from which we get the result for
the interesting variance swap as a special case.
The next denition generalizes the variance swap.
Denition 1.5. We say ! is a weight function if ! is a Borel measurable
function and ! : (0;1)! [0;1).
Let  : (0;1)! R be a dierence of convex functions s.t. E[[X]T ] <1 and
let  be a stopping time. Then dene the forward starting weighted variance
swap of (S) as
[X]w;T :=
Z T
^T
!(Su)d[X
]u:(8)
By (5) the log-case is included in the above denition.
Let us apply Theorem 1.3 to our process Xt . We then have
Xt = X

0 +
Z t
0
y (St) dSt +
1
2
Z 1
 1
Latyy(da):(9)
where y  denotes the left-hand derivative with respect to y.
Suppose the measure yy has a density, i.e. there exists a Borel function
f  0 s.t. RA f dy = yy(A) for all Borel sets A, then we have
1
2
Z 1
 1
Latyy(da) =
1
2
Z 1
 1
Lat f(a) da =
1
2
Z t
0
f(Su) d[S]u a:s:(10)
4by Proposition 1.4, where Lat is the local time of S. Thus, we see that in
this case we have the Itô formula in the usual form. Since the term on the
right hand side is of nite variation, we get
d[X]t = 
2
y (St)d[S]t:(11)
The next theorem shows how to replicate our forward starting weighted
variance and it is the main result of this section.
Theorem 1.6. Let ! be a weight function and let  be a stopping time. Let
 be as in Denition 1.5 and let  : (0;1)! [0;1) be a dierence of convex
functions and assume that it satises 8y 2 (0;1)
yy(y)  ()22y (y)!(y)(12)
and
E[(ST )] <1 as well as E[(ST^ )] <1:(13)
Furthermore, we assume that the signed measure of the second derivative of
 has a density denoted by yy.
Then the following strategy subreplicates (superreplicates) the forward start-
ing weighted variance of (S).
At each time t 2 (0; T ^  ] hold:
1 claim on (ST )
1 claim on  (S^T )
and at each time t 2 ( ^ T; T ] hold:
1 claim on (ST )
-y (St) shares
(S^T ) 
R t
^T y (Su) dSu + Sty (St) bonds
The value V0 of our subreplicating (superreplicating)portfolio at time 0 is
given by
V0 = E[(ST )]  E[(S^T )]:(14)
If we have equality in (12) the strategy replicates the forward starting weighted
variance exactly.
Proof. We prove the case of the subreplicating portfolio and look at the value
of the portfolio at time T . Let us apply Theorem 1.3 and (10):
(ST ) = (S0) +
Z T
0
y (Su) dSu +
Z T
0
1
2
yy(Su) d[S]u
5for the stopped process we get
(S^T ) = (S0) +
Z ^T
0
y (Su) dSu +
Z ^T
0
1
2
yy(Su) d[S]u
We combine this with (12) to get:
(ST ) = (S^T ) +
Z T
^T
y (Su) dSu +
Z T
^T
1
2
yy(Su) d[S]u
 (S^T ) +
Z T
^T
y (Su) dSu +
Z T
^T
2y (Su)!(Su) d[S]u
= (S^T ) +
Z T
^T
y (Su) dSu +
Z T
^T
!(Su) d[X
]u
where we used 2y d[S]u = d[X]u in the last equation. Therefore, for the
payo of our strategy at time t we get the following inequality by the de-
nition of the forward starting weighted variance:
(ST )  (S^T ) 
Z T
^T
y (Su) dSu  [X]w;T :
We see that we get perfect replication when we have an equality in (12). That
the strategy has the claimed time zero value and that it is self-nancing is
obvious. 
We see that we start the trading in the stock as soon as [X]!;T starts
running. Suppose that we have for the stopping time   T then we get
[X]!;T = 0. In our subreplicating portfolio we have one claim on (ST ),
one on  (S^T ) and no share position. This portfolio pays zero at time T
and hence the value is equal to the forward starting weighted variance.
Remark For this result to be practical we need to be able to buy and sell
claims on (ST ) and  (S^T ) in the market. This assumption might not
be satised.
Obviously, the above theorem includes replication of the variance swap as a
special case.
Corollary 1.7. We have the following self-nancing strategy for the variance
swap, at each time t  T hold:
-2 log contracts which pay log(ST =S0)
2=St sharesR t
0 2=Su dSu   2 bonds
The strategy has time zero value:
E[[X]T ] = E[ 2 log(ST =S0)]:(15)
At general times t we have:
E[[X]T jFt] = [Xt] + E[ 2 log(ST =S0) + 2(ST =St)  2jFt]:(16)
6Proof. We choose in Theorem 1.6  = 0, (y) =  2 log(y=S0) and ! = 1:
The value for the portfolio at general times is trivial. 
We see that in order to replicate a variance swap, we need to hold the static
amount of 2 dollars in our stock by continuous trading.
Example Suppose we want to exactly replicate the "gamma swap" with the
payo Z T
^T
aSu d[X]u
where a 2 R. That means we choose in Theorem 1.6 ! = ay. Let (y) =
log(y) and we have by Theorem 1.6 the ODE for 
yy(y) = 2a=y
which we can easily solve and get the solution
(y) = ay log(y) + by + c
for some constants b; c. Thus, we have found the possible claims  of Theo-
rem 1.6 we can hold to replicate the "gamma swap".
1.3. Time change. We derive the price for the variance swap a second time
with a time change, which gives us further insight.
Denition 1.8. A time change C is a family {Ct : t  0} of stopping times
with the property that t 7! Ct is right continuous and increasing.
A particularly easy example of a time change is given by Ct = t ^  .
We will need the following classic theorem.
Theorem 1.9. Let M be continuous local martingale adapted to Ft. Let
M0 = 0 and let [M;M ]1 =1. We set:
kt = inffs : [M ]s > tg
Then we have:
Bt = Mkt is a Fkt Brownian Motion, kt is a time change and that
Mt = B[M ]t :(17)
Proof. See Revuz and Yor [4] (Theorem V 1.6). 
Denition 1.10. Dene for a semi-martingale M
[M ]1 := lim
t!1[M ]t:(18)
The next theorem will give us additional information about the development
of the value of the variance swap. We generalize the proof from Carr, Lee
and Wu [8](Proposition 1.4), where the case (St) = log(St) is treated.
7Theorem 1.11. Let S satisfy our usual assumptions and let  be as in
Denition 1.5. Let  be a dierence of convex functions with density function
yy for the measure of the second derivative. Furthermore assume that
yy(y) = 
2
y (y)(19)
and
E[(ST )] <1(20)
as well as
[(S)]1 =1:(21)
Then there exists a ltration Gu and a continuous time change C such that
E[CT ] <1 such that
(St) = WCt   Ct=2
where W is a G Brownian motion.
Proof. By Theorem 1.3 we have:
(St) =
Z t
0
y (Su) dSu +
1
2
Z t
0
yy(Su) d[S]u =
Z t
0
y (Su) dSu +
1
2
Z t
0
d[X]u
where we used d[X]u = 
2
y (Su)d[S]u = yy(Su)d[S]u.
We have
R t
0 d[X
]u = [X
]t, by the chain of rule of the Riemann Stieltjes
integral, we then set
Mt :=
Z t
0
y (Su) dSu = (St) +
1
2
[X]t:
Mt is a continuous martingale since the Itô integral with respect to a con-
tinuous martingale is again a continuous martingale.
Let us set ku := infft : [M ]t  ug, Gu := Fku and Ct := [M ]t = [X]t, where
we use that [X]t is of nite variation. We use Theorem 1.9, which yields
that Wu := Mku is a G Brownian motion and WCt = Mt. Hence we get
(St) = WCt   Ct=2:

If we now take the expectation of (St) = W[X]t   [X
]t
2 we arrive back at
our result:
E[[X]T ] = E[ 2(St)]
where an obvious choice for (y) is log(y=S0).
Note that for this more elegant derivation we needed our assumption that we
have a risk neutral measure. To prove our hedging strategy we could even
drop this assumption.
8Remark The technique of time change that we used in this section becomes
an essential tool if one wants to value the variance swap when the underlying
process is a Lévy process with jumps. In [8] Carr, Lee and Wu consider a
process for the log returns of the form XCt , where X is a non-constant Lévy
process and Ct is a time change. They show that for a time change CT such
that E[CT ] <1 we get:
E[[X]T ] = QSE[  log(ST =S0)](22)
where the multiplier QS is some constant which depends on the underlying
Lévy process Xt but not on the time change Ct. For the special case where St
is a continuous martingale, we have shown that QS = 2. If we assume that
our stock price process is of the form St = e
Xt where Xt is a NIG(; ; )
process it is shown in Carr, Lee and Wu [8] that the multiplier QS is of the
form
QS =
2=(2   2)
2   2     p(2   2)(2   ( + 1)2) :(23)
When we increase , we increase the size of the up-jumps and we see that
with higher up-jumps our multiplier decreases. On the other hand, increasing
the sizes of down jumps (decreasing ) results in a higher multiplier.
If the stock price is modeled via a VG process with parameters C;G;M
Carr-Lee show that
QS =
1=G2 + 1=M2
1=G  log(1 + 1=G)  1=M   log(1  1=M) :(24)
Here we see that the parameter C is irrelevant to the multiplier.
In the VG-model we have larger up-jumps if G > M . In this case, we see
that we again get a smaller multiplier. As before we have larger down-jumps
with G < M , which leads to a larger multiplier.
We will consider the NIG and the VG processes again, when we analyze the
impact of jumps for volatility swaps where we provide some basic properties
of these processes.
1.4. Pricing variance swaps in terms of Europeans. We have seen that
the problem of valuing the variance swap under our assumption is equivalent
to the task of valuing the log contract. In the following, we will prove that
we can price the log contract model independent from Europeans, which
then also yields the value of the variance swap. We will need the following
theorem.
Theorem 1.12. Let G : R+ ! R be a dierence of convex functions where
the second derivative in the distributional sense has a density G00.
Then for any F 2 R and for all X 2 R+:
G(X) =G(F ) +G0 (F )(X   F ) +
Z F
0
G00(K)(K  X)+ dK
9+
Z 1
F
G00(K)(X  K)+ dK:
Proof. For a sketch of a proof see Carr-Madan [5] (Appendix). 
We recognize the rst two terms as the Taylor approximation at F and
the integral terms continuously bend the right hand side to the nonlinear
function.
We can now use this Theorem to price our (sub)replicating strategy of The-
orem 1.6 in terms of European call and put options.
For the important special case of the ordinary variance swap, we have the
following corollary.
Corollary 1.13. Let C(K), P (K) denote the risk neutral prices of call/put
options with strike K and time zero stock price S0 and time to expiry T.
Let  be a dierence of convex functions where the second derivative in the
distributional sense has a density yy.
We then have
E[(ST )] =(F ) + 0 (F )(C(F )  P (F ))
+
Z F
0
yy(K)P (K) dK +
Z 1
F
yy(K)C(K) dK(25)
and for our variance swap
E[[X]T ] = 2
Z S0
0
1
K2
P (K) dK + 2
Z 1
S0
1
K2
C(K) dK:(26)
Proof. For the rst equation simply take the expectation in Theorem 1.12.
By Theorem 1.12 we have
log(ST =S0) =  
Z S0
0
1
K2
(K  X)+ dK  
Z 1
S0
1
K2
(X  K)+ dK:
The term with the rst derivative cancels because we choose F of Theorem
1.12 to be S0 and we use the martingale property of St. Next we use (15)
and take the expectation to get our desired result. 
Remark Theoretically, to use the above result to price a variance swap we
need the prices of put and call options for all strikes. Of course, in practice
we do not have this information. However, in liquid markets we usually have
enough prices to make useful approximations of our integral. Moreover, we
now also know how to hold the log-contract from Corollary 1.7 and the claim
on (ST ) from Theorem 1.6 , by holding the above option position. Note
that the position is static because the terms in the integral in (25) and (26)
only depend on the strike K and not on St or t. This is essential since
hedging strategies where the continuous trading of options is necessary are
not practical due to transaction costs.
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Note that for the replication of the forward starting variance swap we also
need to hold a claim on  (S^T ). We can not replicate this claim with
Europeans. Thus, for the forward starting variance swap ( 6= 0) we still
have to assume that  (S^T ) trades.
Example As a sanity check let in (ST ) = (ST  Q)+ the above corollary.
Then in the distributional sense we have (y)
0 = 1(y>Q) and (y)00 = (y Q)
and we get
E[(ST  Q)+] = (S0  Q)+ +
Z S0
0
P (K)(K  Q) dK +
Z 1
S0
C(K)(K  Q) dK:
If S0  Q the right-hand side obviously equals C(Q).
If S0 < Q we have for the right-hand side (S0  Q) + P (Q) and we use the
put-call parity C(K)  P (K) = S0  K to obtain C(Q).
That means that if we want to replicate a European call option with Euro-
pean options we need to hold this particular European call option.
Remark We are aware of the fact that we are not being fully rigorous in
this example since the Dirac delta measure has no density function.
Example For the "arithmetic variance swap" we have in Theorem 1.6 (y) =
y, ! = 1 and  = 0. Then we choose some a 2 R and we set (y) = (y a)2.
Then we have yy = 2
2
y(y)!(y) and therefore Theorem 1.6 guarantees repli-
cation. We have by (25):
E[(ST )] =
Z a
0
2P (K) dK +
Z 1
a
2C(K) dK(27)
and this is the integral we have to approximate to price this derivative.
Example Let B be a Borel set. If we choose in Theorem 1.6 (y) =
log(y=S0); !(y) = 1y2B and  = 0, we have the "corridor variance swap".
The corresponding  of Theorem 1.6 is given by (y) =  2 log(y=S0)1y2B
and we can approximate it's price by:
E[(ST )] =
Z
fKS0:K2Bg
2
K2
C(K) dK +
Z
fK<S0:K2Bg
2
K2
P (K) dK(28)
where we used (25).
Example Consider the Heston model (Heston [14]) given by:
dSt =
p
vtStdW
1
t
dvt = (   vt)dt+ vtW 2t
where  2 R; ;  2 R+ and dW 1 and dW 2 are Brownian motions which can
be correlated:
[dW 1t ; dW
2
t ] = dt
11
where  2 [ 1; 1].
In this model we can nd an explicit formula for our variance swap (See
Gatheral [13] page 138)
E[XT ] =
1  e T

(v0   ) + :
Note that the expected variance does not depend on the volatility of the
volatility. This implies that while a single European option depends on the
volatility of the volatility ( turns up in the European option price formula
of the Heston model), our strip of European options does not.
1.5. The impact of jumps. In this subsection, we follow Gatheral [13]
(chapter 10).
At rst we will show how to value the variance swap in a pure jump model.
We assume that our log-return process Pt := log(St=S0) is a compound
Poisson process.
Let yi be identically distributed pairwise independent processes with density
 and let Nt be a Poisson process with intensity . We also assume that yj
and Nt are independent and that E[yi] = v <1. We set Pt:
Pt =
NtX
j=1
yj :(29)
We then have for the quadratic variation:
[P ]t =
NtX
j=1
jyj j2:(30)
We have
E[[P ]T ] = E[NT ]E[jyij2] = T
Z 1
0
t2(t) dt
where we used the independence of Nt and yi for the rst equality. The
second equality follows from the well-known results of the Poisson process
and the expectation.
We compute the variance of our compound Poisson process and get:
V ar(Pt) = E[V ar(PtjNt)] + V ar(E[PtjNt])
= E[NtV ar(y1)] + V ar(NtE[y1])
= V ar(y1)E[Nt] + E[y1]2V ar(Nt)
= V ar(y1)t+ E[y1]2t
= t(V ar(y1) + E[y1]2)
= tE[y21]
= T
Z 1
0
t2(t) dt
12
where the rst equality follows from the law of total variance. The second
inequality follows by independence of the yi. The other inequalities use
elementary properties of the variance and the fact that the Poisson process
at time t is P (t) (where P denotes the Poisson distribution) distributed
which implies V ar(Nt) = .
We have shown that if our log return process is a compound Poisson process,
then the value of our variance swap equals the variance of our process. We
can use Theorem 1.12 to price the variance swap in terms of Europeans.
We then have for our price, where we again let C(K); P (K) denote our risk
neutral call/put prices:
E[[P ]T ] = V ar(PT )
= E[P 2T ]  E[PT ]2
=
Z S0
0
2
K2
  2 log(K=S0)
K2
P (K) dK +
Z 1
S0
2
K2
  2 log(K=S0)
K2
C(K) dK
  [ 
Z S0
0
1
K2
P (K) dK  
Z 1
S0
1
K2
C(K) dK]2
where we use (25) for E[log(ST =S0)2] and E[log(ST =S0)]2.
This formula shows that assuming that the log return process is a compound
Poisson process, we can, as in the continuous case, get the price of the
variance swap out of European call and put options. However, comparing
the formulas shows that the weights of the strips of the Europeans do not
coincide. Hence, in this framework we get a dierent formula for the price
of the variance swap compared to the continuous case.
Since in reality we do not know whether the stock price process is continuous
or not, we are interested in the error we that we get when pricing the variance
swap with the log strategy (which holds true in continuous models) in the
presence of jumps. Therefore we want to calculate the dierence between
the true value of the variance swap and the value of  2E[log(STS0 )] in jump
models.
Suppose our log returns process is a sum of continuous semi-martingale and
a compound Poisson process, where the jump and the continuous part are
independent of each other. In this case we can compute this dierence. In
Gatheral [13](chapter 10) this is done by using the Lévy-Khintchine repre-
sentation, it is shown that:
E[[X]T ]  ( 2E[XT ]) = 2T
Z T
0
(1 + t+ t2=2  et)(t) dt:(31)
We can calculate the impact of jumps exactly in the case when the jumps
sizes are log-normally distributed, i.e. we assume for our jump sizes at time
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t the following distribution:
(e+   1)St (32)
where  is N(0; 1) distributed.
Then, using (31), we calculate:
E[[X]T ]  ( 2E[XT ]) = T (2 + 2) + 2T (1 + + e+2=2):(33)
From this formula, we obtain that when we increase the size of down-jumps
the log contract increasingly underestimates the price. Whereas when in-
crease the size of up-jumps, it overestimates the value. We have seen the
same pattern for the multipliers of the jump-models presented in the re-
mark before. Carr-Lee show that in a sense this holds in general (see [8]
Proposition 4.3).
We calculate the error with some calibrated parameters from the literature
(setting T = 2):
Reference    error
Andersen and Andreasen[1] 0.59 -0.05 0.07 0.37%
Bakshi, Cao and Chen[2] 0.5 -0.15 0 1.07%
Due, Pan, and Singleton[11] 0.11 -0.12 0.15 0.75%
Jim Gatheral[13] 0.13 -0.12 0.10 0.51%
From this table and from the formula above, we nd that for reasonable
parameters the error of using the log strategy when the stock price really
has log-normally distributed jumps is negligible. The errors are given in
terms of the true value.
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2. Volatility swaps
The next simplest volatility derivative that we are going to consider is the
volatility swap. A volatility swap pays at time Tp
[X]T  K
where K is again a xed agreed-upon amount which we take to be zero for
simplicity. We would like to obtain similar results for this payo as we got
for the variance swap. Thus, the goal of this section is to relate E[
p
[X]T ] to
European option prices. In this section we mainly follow Carr and Lee [6].
2.1. Assumptions. In order to price the volatility swap we have to make
more assumptions on our underlying stock price process than in the variance
swap case.
We assume that S0 > 0 and
dSt = tStdWt(34)
where Wt is a Brownian Motion adapted to FWt  Ft and t is adapted to
Ft  Ft.
Furthermore, we assume that the volatility process t is cádlág (i.e. right
continuous where the left-hand limits exist) and independent of Wt, i.e. for
every t the -algebras FWt and Ft are independent
and
E[[X]T ] <1:(35)
Under these assumptions our stock price process exists and is of the form:
St = S0e
R t
0 u dWu  12
R t
0 
2
u du(36)
and we have
[X]t =
Z t
0
2u du:(37)
Remark Note that we still do not make any assumption on the particular
process that the volatility follows, which makes our theory valuable. Our
assumptions include stochastic volatility models as well as local volatility
models, in contrast to the stock price process the volatility is also allowed
to jump. Of course the independence assumption is completely unrealistic
in equity markets. When the stock price goes down, investors tend to get
nervous and the volatility goes up, this means that the process are typically
chosen to be negatively correlated. In this thesis we will not try to weaken
this assumption.
Remark Under these assumptions we can nd an elegant formula for the
value of the variance swap of the previous section. Let k := log(K=S0)
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denote the log strike and let
c(k) :=
C(S0e
k; T; S0)
S0ek
and p(k) :=
P (S0e
k; T; S0)
S0ek
:(38)
Under our independence assumption,we have, by Carr and Lee [10](Corollary
2.5) the following put-call symmetry(not pararity!):
E[(ST  K)+] = K
S0
E[(
S20
K
  ST )+]
which then gives
e kc( k) = S0
K
C(
S20
K ; T; S0)
S0ek
= p(k):
We use this equality to obtain
E[[X]T ] = 2
Z S0
0
1
K2
P (K) dK + 2
Z 1
S0
1
K2
C(K) dK
= 2
Z 0
 1
p(k) dk + 2
Z 1
0
c(k) dk
= 2
Z 1
0
c(k)ek dk + 2
Z 1
0
c(k) dk
= 4
Z 1
0
c(k)ek=2 cosh(k=2) dk
where we use cosh(x) = 12(e
x+e x).We have found a formula for the variance
swap which depends only on European call prices and we need to numerically
evaluate only one integral.
2.2. Boundary Values and Approximations. In this section we will nd
boundary values and approximations for the price of our volatility swap.
Denition 2.1.
Let BSatmc(S0; ) denote the at the money price of a European call option
with initial stock price value S0 in the Black-Scholes model with volatility .
Dene IV0 as the unique solution to
BSatmc(S0; IV0) = E[(ST   S0)+]:
Remark Of course, we know that BSatmc(S0; ) = S0(N(=2) N( =2)).
First we prove a useful boundary value for the Black-Scholes implied volatil-
ity.
Proposition 2.2. Under the assumptions of this section, without needing
the independence assumption, we have for IV0:p
2
S0
E[(ST   S0)+]  IV0:(39)
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Proof. By a simple calculation of (S0(N(=2)   N( =2)))00, we see that
BSatmc(S0; :) is concave. Hence, it must lie below it is tangent at zero which
is given by  ! S0p
2
. Thus, we have:
p
2
S0
E0(ST   S0)+ =
p
2
S0
BSatmc(S0; IV0) 
p
2
S0
S0IV0p
2
:

Next we nd an upper bound for the value of our volatility swap :
Proposition 2.3. Under the assumptions of this section :
IV0  E[
p
[X]T ] 
p
E[[X]T ]:(40)
Proof. For a proof of the rst inequality see Carr and Lee [6](Prop. 6.1).
For the second inequality, we use the conditional Jensen's Inequality, with
the convex function y !  py. 
These approximations for the value of the volatility swap can be very good,
especially under our standing zero-correlation assumption, see Carr and Lee
[6] (Remark 6.3-6.5) for further details.
2.3. Pricing volatility swaps. In this section we will nd exact formulas,
for the price of our volatility swap. We will need the following two proposi-
tions.
We need the Gamma function which is dened for z > 0 by
 (z) :=
Z 1
0
uz 1e u du:(41)
It is well known that the integral converges.
We will need the results of the next proposition later on.
Proposition 2.4. Let X be a random variable with X  0.
Let 'X(t) := E[e tX ] denote the Laplace transform of X and assume that
E[X] <1. We have for 0 < r < 1:
E[Xr] =
r
 (1  r)
Z 1
0
1  'X(t)
tr+1
dt(42)
and for p > 0
E[X p] =
1
 (p)p
Z 1
0
'X(t
1=p) dt:(43)
Proof. We have by the denition of the  -function for 0 < r < 1
 (1  r) =
Z 1
0
e u
ur
du:
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We can integrate the right-hand side by parts (with f = 1ur and g
0 = e u)
to obtain
 (1  r) = 1  e
 u
ur
ju=1u=0 +r
Z 1
0
1  e u
ur+1
du:
Then consider the change of variables s = uq for q > 0
1
r
 (1  r) =
Z 1
0
1  e sq
(sq)r+1
q ds =
1
qr
Z 1
0
1  esq
sr+1
ds
which gives
qr =
r
 (1  r)
Z 1
0
1  e zq
zr+1
dz
and we get our result by setting q = X and using the Fubini-Tonelli Theorem.
For (43) let s  0 and z > 0. By the denition of the Gamma function and
the substitution u = ( ts)
z (where s and z are constants) we get
 (1=z) =
Z 1
0
u1=z 1e u du =
Z 1
0
(
t
s
)1 ze (t=s)
z
(
t
s
)z 1
z
s
dt
which leads to
s =
z
 (1=z)
Z 1
0
e (t=s)
z
dt:
Now we set s = X p and z = 1=p. By integrability of X we can use Fubini-
Tonelli, which yields our desired result. 
The next proposition enables us to restrict ourselves to stock price processes
with the property:
E[[X]T ] < m
for some m 2 R. This makes the following proofs much easier.
We will need some basic results from probability theory which we summarize
in the next lemma.
Lemma 2.5.
(A) Let (Un)n0 be a sequence of random variables, s.t. fUn : n  0g is
uniformly integrable. If we have Un ! U almost surely (a.s.) then we also
have Un ! U in L1.
(B) If (Un)n0 is a sequence of random variables, s.t. Un 2 Lp and Un ! U
in Lp then we have
E[UnjFt]! E[U jFt] in Lp as n!1:
(C) Let (Un)n0 and (Vn)n0 be sequences of random variables, s.t. Un = Vn
almost surely (a.s.) 8n  0. If Un converges to a random variable U in L1
and Vn converges to a random variable V a.s. . Then we have U = V a.s..
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Proof. See Hofbauer[15]. 
Proposition 2.6. Let S be a price process with the assumptions of this
section. Let h be a continuous function, for which we require that it is either
increasing and nonnegative or that it is bounded.
Let G be a measurable function, which has a decomposition G = G1   G2,
where G1; G2 are convex and E[G1;2(ST )] <1.
If we have for all price processes ~St, which satisfy [ ~X]T < m for some xed
m 2 R
E[h([ ~X]T )jFt] = E[G( ~ST )jFt]:
Then we have:
E[h([X]T )jFt] = E[G(ST )jFt]:(44)
Proof. Let us dene the process
mt := t1[X]Tm
and the process Smt by
dSmt := 
m
t S
m
t dWt
and nally set Xmt := log(S
m
t ).
Let us x an ! and let u 2 R s.t. [X]u(!) = m (if such an u does not exist
we have [X]T (!) < m). If u  T we have
R T
0 
m2
t (!) dt =
R u
0 
2
t (!) dt =
[Xm]T (!) = [X]u(!) = m and if u > T we get
R T
0 
m2
t (!) dt = [X
m]T (!) <
m.
Hence we have 8!: [Xm]T  m and our assumption yields
E[h([Xm]T )jFt] = E[G(SmT )jFt]:
We have [Xm]T ! [X]T as m!1 a.s. .
By our assumption E[[X]T ] <1 we have 8! 2 N c where P(N) = 0 [X]T <
1. For a xed ! 2 N c this implies that [X]T (!) < ~m where ~m 2 R+. We
see that 8m  ~m we have [Xm]T = [X]T . Therefore, 8! 2 N c we have
[Xm]T ! [X]T which proves the above statement.
We now distinguish the two possible assumptions for h.
We easily see that [Xm]T is increasing in m. Therefore, if h is increasing we
have h([Xm]T ) is increasing in m. By continuity of h we have h([X
m]T ) !
h([X]T almost surely. We have also assumed that h  0. We can therefore
apply the monotone convergence theorem for the conditional expectation to
get:
E[h([Xm]T )jFt]! E[h([X]T )jFt](45)
as m!1 almost surely and in L1(P).
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On the other hand, if h  K we use the dominated convergence theorem to
get the same result.
Next, we will show that E[G(SmT )jFt] ! E[G([S]T )jFt] as m ! 1 in in
L1(P).
There exist ;  2 R and convex-nonnegative functions G+; G  with the
following properties:
G(S0) = 0 and E[G(ST )] <1 and
G(x) = G+(x) G (x) + x+  8x 2 R+:
To see this, note that since G1 is convex, there exists an ane function
g1(x) = 1x + 1 with g  G1 s.t. g1(S0) = G1(S0). Likewise, we nd
g2(x) = 2x + 2 with g2(S0) = G2(S0). We set G+(x) := G1(x)   g1(x)
and G (x) := G2(x)  g2(x), then we have the above properties since a sum
of convex functions is again convex and g1   g2 is of the form x+ .
We will show that E[G+(SmT )jFt]! E[G+(ST )jFt] as m!1 the rest works
out completely analogous.
We have that SmT ! ST a.s. as m!1.
As above, we have for a xed ! 2 N c where N is a null set [X]t < ~m.
Therefore, we get 8m  ~m mt = t, by the denition of Smt this implies
Smt = St.
By convexity we have that G+ is continuous, which yields that
G+(S
m
T )! G+(ST ) a.s. as m!1:
To proceed, we need to show that the family G+(S
m
T ) : m  0 is uniformly
integrable.
By assumption, we have E[G+(ST )] <1. Therefore it suces to show that:
E[G+(SmT )1(G+(SmT )>A)]  E[G+(ST )1(G+(SmT )>A)] 8m;A  0:
We know that G+(x)  0, G+(S0) = 0 and that G+ is convex. Combining
these facts we see that there exist a; b 2 R+ s.t
1(G+(x)>A) = 1(x<S0 a) + 1(x>S0+b):
Being the sum of convex functions the following function is convex
U(x) := G+(x)1(G+(x)>A)  
A
b
(x  S0)1(x>S0+b)  
A
b
(S0   x)1(x<S0 a):
In the following let FT  Ft denote the -algebra generated by t.
We then have
E[G+(SmT )1(G+(SmT )>A)]
= E[U(SmT ) +
A
b
(SmT   S0)1(SmT >S0+b) +
A
b
(S0   SmT )1(SmT <S0 a)]
= E[E[U(SmT ) +
A
b
(SmT   S0)1(SmT >S0+b) +
A
b
(S0   SmT )1(SmT <S0 a)jF

T ]]
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 E[E[U(ST ) + A
b
(ST   S0)1(ST>S0+b) +
A
b
(S0   ST )1(ST<S0 a)jFT ]]
= E[G+(ST )1G+(ST>A)]:
For the second inequality, we used the iterated conditioning property of the
conditional expectation.
For the third inequality, we used that for a log-normal distributed random
variable X with mean S0 and V ar(log(X)) = 
2. We observe that the
formulas
E[(S0  X)1(X<S0 a)] and E[(X   S0)1(X>S0+b)]
are increasing in  since the negative part is cut o and therefore more
variance increases the value.
Furthermore E[U(X)] is increasing in  by Jensen's inequality and convexity.
We have shown that fG+(SmT ) : m  0g is uniformly integrable.
By Lemma 2.5(A) this assures us together with G+(S
m
T )! G+(ST ) a.s. as
m ! 1 the convergence in L1. From the convergence in L1, it follows by
Lemma 2.5(B) that
E[G+(SmT )jFt]! E[G+(ST )jFt] as m!1 in L1.
Finally we use our assumption E[h([Xm]T )jFt] = E[G(SmT )jFt] a.s. for m 2
N and Lemma 2.5(C) with (45) to conclude
E[h([X]T )jFt] = E[G(ST )jFt] a.s.:

The next proposition will be of great use in pricing the volatility swap later
on. In a way the exponential functions of this proposition serve as basis
functions with which we can get the price of nancially interesting payos
such as the volatility swap.
Proposition 2.7. Assume that St satises the assumptions of this section.
We have for  2 C and t  T :
E[e[X]T jFt] = e[X]tE[(ST =St)1=2
p
1=4+2jFt]:(46)
Proof. By independenceWt is still a Brownian motion conditional on FT ,which
is the -algebra generated by our volatility process. Therefore, we have con-
ditional on Ft _ FT :
XT  Xt =
Z T
t
u dWu   1=2([X]T   [X]t):
The integrand of the Itô integral in the above expression is non-random and
Ft measurable, therefore we know that the integral has a N(0;
R T
t 
2
u du)
distribution. Under our continuity assumption, we know that
R T
t 
2
u du =
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[X]T   [X]t. Conditional on FT , therefore [X]T   [X]t is non random. We
conclude that:Z T
t
u dWu   1=2([X]T   [X]t)  N(([X]t   [X]T )=2; [X]T   [X]t)(47)
by the distribution of the integral. Let p 2 C:
E[ep(XT Xt)jFt] = E[E[ep(XT Xt)jFt _ FT ]jFt]
= E[eE[pXT pXtjFt_F

T ]+V ar[pXT pXtjFt_FT ]=2jFt]
= E[e
(p2 p)([X]T [X]t)
2 jFt] = E[e([X]T [X]t)jFt]
where we have set  = p2=2  p=2.
We have the rst equality by the iterated-conditioning property of the con-
ditional expectation. The second equality, follows from the well known form
of the characteristic function of the normal distribution. The third equality
follows from (47). 
Remark As a sanity check one can dierentiate the above formula with
respect to p and evaluate at p = 0 to obtain
E[[X]T ] =  2E[XT ]
which is the familiar result we derived in the variance swap section.
We will now nd formulas to price volatility derivatives in a general form.
Remark The following formulas might look somewhat unusual at rst glance.
In fact one could derive simpler formulas under our assumptions. To derive
these formulas one could almost copy our proofs and would not need the 
terms. However, our formulas have the advantage of being correlation neu-
tral in the sense of Carr-Lee (see Carr and Lee [6] Remark 4.3 and Denition
4.4). A formula which is correlation neutral has the property that for  near
zero we have an error of only O(2). Later we wish to test how well behaved
our formulas are when the stock-process has jumps. Therefore we wish to
derive the most practical and useful formulas possible.
For all our pricing formulas we assume that the stock price satises the
assumptions of this section. The proof of the next theorem generalizes the
one of Carr and Lee [6], where the special case of r = 1=2 is proven.
Theorem 2.8. We have for 0 < r < 1:
E[[X]T rjFt] = E[fr(ST ; St; [X]t)jFt](48)
where
fr(S; u; q) :=
r
 (1  r)
Z 1
0
+(z)
1  e zq(S=u)p+
zr+1
+  (z)
1  e zq(S=u)p 
zr+1
dz
(49)
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and we set
(z) := 1=2  12p1 8z and p(z) := 1=2  1=2
p
1  8z. Moreover, fr is
integrable and convergent.
Proof. By Proposition 2.6 it suces to prove the formula for a price process
S with [X]T < m with m 2 R. Let q be Ft measurable. We use (42) to get
E[
p
[X]T   [X]t   qjFt] = r
 (1  r)E[
Z 1
0
1  e z([X]T [X]t q)
zr+1
dzjFt]:
Next we want to apply the Fubini Tonelli Theorem, which can be applied
since we have j1  e z(X]T [X]t q)j < 1  e z(m+q). We use the series repre-
sentation of the exponential and see that the integral is nite.
We have:
r
 (1  r)E[
Z 1
0
1  e z([X]T [X]t q)
zr+1
dzjFt]
=
r
 (1  r)
Z 1
0
(+(z) +  (z))
1  E[e z([X]T [X]t q)jFt]
zr+1
dz
=
r
 (1  r)
Z 1
0
+(z)
1  e zqE[ep+(XT Xt)jFt]
zr+1
+  (z)
1  e zqE[ep (XT Xt)jFt]
zr+1
dz
where we used Fubini Tonelli and +(z) +  (z) = 1 for the rst equality
and (46) for the second one.
In order to get our result we have to apply Fubini's Theorem once more. We
will justify this in the following.
A(z) := E[j1  e qz+(1=2
p
1=4 2z)(XT Xt)j2jFt]
 E[j1  e qz+(1=2
p
1=4 2z)(XT Xt)jjFt]2
by Jensen's inequality. We have E[j1  e qz+(1=2
p
1=4 2z)(XT Xt)jjFt]2 ! 1
as z !1, therefore:
E[
j(z) + 1  e qz+(1=2
p
1=4 2z)(XT Xt)j
zr+1
jFt] = O(z r 1) as z !1:
(*)
Next, we have for z < 1=8 that term in the absolute values in the above
formula is real, therefore we calculate
A(z)  E[1  2e qz+(1=2
p
1=4 2z)(XT Xt) + e 2qz+2(1=2
p
1=4 2z)(XT Xt))jFt]
= 1  2e qzE[e z([X]T [X]t)jFt] + e 2qzE[e
1 8zp1 8z
2
([X]T [X]t)jFt]
where we used (46) in the second step.
For the moment generating function we have v() := E[e[X]T jFt] < em.Therefore
v is analytic.
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As z ! 0 we immediately observe
A+(z) = O(1)
and using the analyticity
A (z) = 1  2(2  zm0(0)  qz +O(z2)) + 1  2zm0(0)  2qz +O(z2) = O(z2)
where we used (1 8z
p
1 8z
2 )
0

z=0
=  2.
We observe that +(z) = O(z) and  (z) = O(1) when we let z ! 0 and
get
E[
j+(z)[1  e qz+(1=2+
p
1=4 2z)(XT Xt)]j
zr+1
jFt] = j+(z)j
p
A+(z)
zr+1
=
O(z)O(1)
zr+1
= O(z r)
(**)
and
E[
j (z)[1  e qz+(1=2 
p
1=4 2z)(XT Xt)]j
zr+1
jFt] = j (z)j
p
A (z)
zr+1
=
O(1)O(z)
zr+1
= O(z r)
(***)
as z ! 0.
We use this to see that for any u 2 R
r
 (1  r)(
Z 1
0
+(z)
1  e zqE[ep+(XT Xt)jFt]
zr+1
+  (z)
1  e zqE[ep (XT Xt)jFt]
zr+1
dz)
=
r
 (1  r)(
Z u
0
+(z)
1  e zqE[ep+(XT Xt)jFt]
zr+1
dz +
Z u
0
 (z)
1  e zqE[ep (XT Xt)jFt]
zr+1
dz
+
Z 1
u
+(z)
1  e zqE[ep+(XT Xt)jFt]
zr+1
dz +
Z 1
u
 (z)
1  e zqE[ep (XT Xt)jFt]
zr+1
dz):
The rst integral is nite by (**) and the fact that
R u
0 z
 r dz < 1. The
second one by (***) and the last two by (*). Therefore, we have shown that
we can use Fubini Tonelli to get
r
 (1  r)
Z 1
0
+(z)
1  e zqE[ep+(XT Xt)jFt]
zr+1
+  (z)
1  e zqE[ep (XT Xt)jFt]
zr+1
dz
=
r
 (1  r)E[
Z 1
0
+(z)
1  e zqep+(XT Xt)
zr+1
+  (z)
1  e zqep (XT Xt)
zr+1
dzjFt]:
Setting q := [X]t gives the result. 
We use this theorem directly to price the volatility swap. In nance the
volatility swap is the most important derivative of this section, so we will
therefore make a corollary out of it.
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Corollary 2.9. Under the assumptions of this section we have:
E[
p
[X]T jFt] = E[f(ST ; St; [X]t)jFt](50)
where
f(S; u; q) :=
1
2
p

Z 1
0
+(z)
1  e zq(S=u)p+
z3=2
+  (z)
1  e zq(S=u)p 
z3=2
dz
(51)
with (z) and p from Theorem 2.8. Moreover, f is integrable and conver-
gent.
Proof. Follows directly by Theorem 2.8, by setting r = 12 and using
r
 (1 r) =
1
2
p

. 
The next corollary provides a practical and easy formula. The Bessel function
is implemented in most mathematical software packages such as Matlab.
Denition 2.10. Let    1 and x > 0, then the modied Bessel function
I is dened by
I(x) =
1X
k=0
(x=2)2k+
k!
 ( + k + 1):
Corollary 2.11. At inception time we have for the price volatility swaps
E[
p
[X]T ] = E[
r

2
jyI0(y
2
)  yI1(y
2
)j](52)
where y := log(ST =S0) and I0;1 is the modied Bessel function of rst resp.
second order.
Proof. Follows by integration of (50), see Carr and Lee [6] (Corollary 6.11).

The next corollary gives the price of the volatility swap in terms of European
call and put options. Thus, we relate, as in the variance swap case, the value
of the volatility swap to option prices. These option prices can be obtained
from the market.
Corollary 2.12. Let C(K); P (K) denote call/put prices at strike K.
At time t = 0 we have:
E[
p
[X]T ] =
p
=2
S0
(C(S0) + P (S0))
+
Z 1
S0
r

8K3S0
(I1(log(
p
K=S0))  I0(log(
p
K=S0)))C(K)dK
+
Z S0
0
r

8K3S0
(I0(log(
p
K=S0))  I1(log(
p
K=S0)))P (K)dK
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and at a general time t  T we have:
E[
p
[X]T jFt] =
p
[X]t
+
1p

Z 1
St
[
Z 1
0
e z[X]t
K2
p
z
+(z)(K=St)
p+ +  (z)(K=St)p  dz]C(K) dK
+
1p

Z St
0
[
Z 1
0
e z[X]t
K2
p
z
+(z)(K=St)
p+ +  (z)(K=St)p  dz]P (K) dK
with  and p as before.
Proof. Apply Theorem 1.12 to the above formulas. 
As a by-product we can derive the price of some more volatility derivatives.
The following derivatives are called "inverse variance" claims.
Proposition 2.13. Let r;  > 0, we then have
E[([X]T + ) rjFt] = E[f r(ST ; St; [X]t + )jFt](53)
where we set
f r(S; u; q) :=
1
r (r)
Z 1
0
(+(z)(S=u)
p+ +  (z)(S=u)p )e z
1=r
dz
and (z) := 1=2 1
2
p
1 8z1=r
, p(z) := 1=2
p
1=4  2z1=r:
Proof. As usual by Proposition 2.6 we can restrict ourselves to the case when
[[X]T ] < m: We get by (43)
E[([X]T + ) rjFt] = 1
 (r)r
E[
Z 1
0
e z
1=r([X]T+) dzjFt]:
We have e z1=r([XT ]+) < e z1=r(m+) which suces to apply Fubini-Tonelli
and we get
1
 (r)r
E[
Z 1
0
e z
1=r([X]T+)jFt] dz
=
1
 (r)r
Z 1
0
e z
1=r([X]t+)E[e z
1=r([X]T [X]t)jFt] dz
=
1
 (r)r
E[
Z 1
0
(+(z)e
p+(XT Xt) +  (z)ep (XT Xt))e z
1=r([X]t+) dzjFt]:
For the second equality we have used +(z) +  (z) = 1, (46) and Fubini-
Tonelli once more, which is justied by
je1=2
p
1=4 2z1=r(XT Xt)j  1:

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2.4. The impact of jumps, numerical tests. In this section we want to
test the formulas for the fair value of the volatility swap proven above when
jumps are present. We do this by underlying specic models.
Of course, when we have a model in which we really believe we can price our
volatility swap with Monte Carlo simulation. However, in practice we do not
know which process volatility follows. Our theory is therefore of great value.
Nevertheless, we still have the problem that we assume continuity, while
it is known that to generate the observed volatility surface an additional
jump process in our model is usually needed. Thus, we would like to know,
if our theory still works well enough when the price process has jumps of
reasonable size and frequency. In the following tests, we get the true value
of the volatility swap in the dierent models with Monte Carlo simulation.
We start by introducing the Bates model, which is a model of SVJ class
(stochastic volatility with jumps). Note that of course this model for the
price process does not satisfy our continuity assumption which was made in
this section. The stock price follows the following dynamics:
dSt =
p
vtStdW
1
t + (e
+   1)Stdq(54)
where ;  2 R and  is N(0; 1) distributed and q is a Poisson process. We
have a Heston-style volatility process:
dvt = (   vt)dt+ vtW 2t(55)
where ; ;  2 R+;  2 R and W 1t ;W 2t are Brownian motions.
We let [dW 1; dW 2] = 0, that means our Brownian motions are independent.
For the Poisson process q we intuitively have:
(56) dq = 0 with probability (1  )dt and dq = 1 with probability dt:
In our model we have the following parameters:
 controls the mean value of our jump
 controls the variance of our jumps
 controls how often jumps occur
 gives the mean value of our volatility process
 the volatility of the volatility
 controls how tightly the volatility is bound to 
Remark In practice we will typically choose  to be negative, because jumps
are going downward most of the time. If we choose  = 0 or ;  = 0, we
obtain the well known Heston model which of course satises our assump-
tions.
Remark One could make the above model more realistic by introducing a
correlation between the driving Brownian motion of the stock price and that
of the volatility process. This correlation would typically be negative.
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However, we have chosen not to do this. Therefore, the errors that we will
get in the following tests below derive from the fact that the models do not
satisfy the continuity assumption only.
This table gives the parameters we used for the graphs involving the Bates
model.
Figure       T
1 0.3 -0.3 0.2 0.04 0.39 1.05 3
2 0 to 1 -0.3 -0.2 0.04 0.39 1.05 2
3 0.3 -1 to 1 0.2 0.04 0.39 1.05 2
4 0.3 0 0 to 1 0.04 0.39 1.05 2
In Figure 1 we have a sample path of our process. We see that in the case
of this particular path, there is a jump downward at approximately t = 2.
In Figure 2 we see that the true value and the Bessel formula coincide at zero,
because it is at this point that our assumptions are satised. The true value
becomes larger, because of the additional volatility from the jumps, which
become more and more frequent when  gets larger. The Bessel formula is
more sensitive to changes in  and overestimates the value of the volatility
swap more and more.
In Figure 3 we vary the average jump size. Obviously there is almost no
error at a jump size near zero. The Bessel formula always overestimates the
fair value. We get a much smaller error when  is negative compared to
when  is positive.
Figure 4 shows that varying  has no real impact on the error. Of course
the value goes up when  increases, because then we have jumps. For small
 the values nearly coincide, because there the jumps play no role.(when we
choose  = 0).
All these characteristics stay the same for other reasonable choices of the
other parameters. We provide a table where we test the formula with the
same jump parameters with which we tested the variance swap in the pre-
vious section. The parameters for the volatility process are taken as in the
graphs. The error is given in terms of the true value of the volatility swap.
Author(s)    error
Bakshi, Cao and Chen[2] 0.59 -0.05 0.07 0.70%
Matytsin [3] 0.5 -0.15 0 0.95%
Due, Pan, and Singleton[11] 0.11 -0.12 0.15 1.06%
Jim Gatheral[13] 0.13 -0.12 0.10 1.08%
Although the errors are slightly larger than the ones we got for the variance
swap, the errors are still very small.
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Figure 1. sample path-Bates model
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Figure 2. Bates model-Bessel formula vs. true value plotted
against 
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Figure 3. Bates model-Bessel formula vs. true value plotted
against 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Figure 4. Bates model-Bessel formula vs. true value plotted
against 
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Next, we test our formula with another process with jumps. The NIG process
XNIGt is a Lévy process, i.e. a process which has independent and stationary
increments. In the case of the NIG process Xt has a NIG(; ; t) law. For
the parameters we require  > 0;  <  < ;  > 0
The NIG law is dened via it is characteristic function which is given by:
NIG(u; ; ; ) = e
 (
p
2 (+iu)2 
p
2 2)
The NIG process can be related to an Inverse Gaussian time-changed Brow-
nian Motion. The Inverse Gaussian Process is a Lévy process which has
at time t the IG(at; b) distribution. The density function of the IG(a; b)
distribution is for x > 0 given by
fIG(x) =
ap
2
eabx 3=2e 1=2(a
2x 1+b2x):
Then our NIG process Xt can be written as
XNIGt = 
2It + WIt(57)
where It is an IG process with parameters a = 1 and b = 
p
2   2 and
Wt is a Brownian motion.
The following characteristics can be calculated.
XNIGt (; ; ) X
NIG
t (; 0; )
mean p
2 2 0
variance 
2
(2 2) 3=2


skewness 3
 1 1=2
(2 2)1=4 0
kurtosis 3(1 + 
2+42
2
p
2 2 ) 3(1 + 
 1 1)
Our stock price process is then given by
St = e
XNIGt +mt
where m is an additional drift parameter which makes our process St a
martingale. In our case assuming zero interest rates we have:
m = (
p
2   (2 + 1)2  
p
2   2):
This table provides the parameters we use for our tests:
Figure   
5 70 -40 0.5
6 40 -30 to 30 0.08
7 10 to 50 8 0.08
In Figure 5, we plot a sample path of our stock price process. We recognize
the large downward jumps due to the high  that we have chosen. Therefore,
our drift m has to be positive to make our process a martingale.
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In Figure 6 we see that for all sizes of  the Bessel formula overestimates
the true value. At  = 0 we have almost no error. Looking at the IG
density function we nd that the IG-process looks almost like a straight line
for small  and large . We see from (57) that the discontinuity almost
vanishes numerically. For larger values of  the error gets larger and larger.
At  =  30 where jumps become extreme, we have an error of 16%.
Figure 7 shows that for large  the Bessel formula is a very accurate approx-
imation to the true value. In this Figure, the Bessel formula again always
overestimates the true value. The error gets a larger for small values of 
due to the higher probability of large jumps.
Remark In the variance swap case we had the rule of thumb that higher
down jumps imply that our strategy (which holds true in the continuous
case) underestimates the true value and vice versa. Figure 3 and Figure 6
make clear that for the volatility swap this is not the case.
For the processes we have studied so far, the Bessel formula overestimates
the price when jump sizes increase in either direction.
From (23) we have seen that large  and small  increase the extent of the
error in the variance swap case. This pattern prevails in our analysis here,
which does not surprise us since choosing the parameters in this way makes
discontinuities more extreme.
This table shows the error in terms of the true value for some calibrated
parameters. We get the parameters from Rydberg [18]. (choosing T = 2 and
n = 100)
   error
25.86 0.33 0.014 4.98%
31.66 0.008 0.0095 1.64%
75.49 -4.089 0.012 2.01%
We see that the errors are larger compared to the ones we got for the Bates
model, but the approximation is still very good.
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Figure 6. NIG model-Bessel formula vs. true value plotted
against 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Figure 7. NIG model-Bessel formula vs. true value plotted
against 
Finally we will test our formula using the VG process.
Our VG-process XV Gt with parameters C;G;M is a Lévy process and can
be written as
XV Gt = G
1
t  G2t(58)
where G1t is a Gamma(C;G)-process and G
2
t is a Gamma(C;M)-process.
A Gamma(a; b)-process is dened as the stochastic process starting at zero,
which has stationary and independent Gamma(a; b) distributed increments.
The Gamma(a; b) distribution has the density function dened for x > 0:
fGamma(x) =
ba
 (a)
xa 1e xb:
The Gamma-process is increasing and (58) suggests why choosing G > M
results in higher up jumps.
We provide the characteristics of the VG-process:
XV Gt (C;G;M) X
V G
t (C;G;G)
mean C(G M)MG 0
variance C(G
2+M2)
(MG)2
2CG 2
skewness 2C
 1=2(G3 M3)
(G2+M2)3=2
0
kurtosis 3(1+2C
 1(G4+M4)
(M2+G2)2
3(1 + C 1)
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Alternatively we can understand the VG-process with another representa-
tion. The VG-process can be written in terms of parameters ; ;  as
XV Gt = Gt + WGt
where Gt is a Gamma(; ) process.
The important property for us is that  = 0, if and only if G = M . Then
the distribution is symmetric and is just a Gamma-time changed Brownian
motion. If G > M we have a negative  which leads to negative skewness.
In any case,we see that the assumptions of this section are not satised. Our
process is not continuous.
Our stock price process is given by:
St = e
XV Gt +mt:
Similar to the NIG case m is needed to make St a martingale, we have:
m = C log((M   1)(G+ 1)=(MG)):
We proceed to test our formula when the underlying stock price process is
modeled as above.
This table shows the parameters we used for our plots:
Figure C G M T
8 10 25 10 1
9 10 30 5 to 60 1
10 2.5 to 20 20 40 1
In Figure 9 we see that the pattern from the NIG case prevails in the VG-
model. The Bessel formula always slightly overestimates the true value, but
the approximation is very good. We see that at M = 5, where we have a
very high volatility coming from the large upward jumps, the error becomes
slightly larger. For high values of M we nearly have a perfect match of the
values.
The next Figure shows that the parameter C which primarily controls the
variance and the kurtosis has no real impact on the dierence between the
values. Of course, the value of the volatility swap goes up as C increases.
We continue our program with a table of errors in terms of the true value
(setting n = 100; T = 2) with calibrated parameters from the literature:
Reference C G M error
Carr, Chang, Madan [4] 5.94 20.26 39.7 4.61%
Fiorani [12] 7.51 14.11 33.29 4.94%
Itkin [16] 6.25 14.4 60.24 6.28%
For the VG-process we get the largest errors so far, but we see that the Bessel
formula is still a useful approximation.
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Remark After having tested the Bessel formula in three dierent models
with jumps, we have seen that it works remarkably well when the continuity
assumption is not satised. For reasonable parameters the error always stays
below 6.5 percent. Additionally we have seen that the Bessel formula always
overestimated the true value.
Our tests suggest that the strategy can be useful as an upper bound, even
for someone who strongly beliefs that a good model must contain jumps.
We have shown that we can use the formula to price the volatility swap via
call/put options, in a liquid market we then of course do not even have to
think about specifying any particular model.
Remark We have simulated all of the above processes using Matlab. For
the Bates model we just have to discritize the SDE's and simulate a Poisson
process. For the VG-process the representation as a dierence of Gamma
process is helpful. We simulated the NIG-process as a time-changed Brow-
nian motion. In Schoutens [19](chapter 8) one can nd instructions on how
to simulate such paths and more details concerning the VG- and the NIG-
process.
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Figure 8. VG process-sample path
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Figure 9. VG model-Bessel formula vs. true value plotted against M
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3. Options on variance
3.1. Assumptions. In this section we work under the same very general
assumptions as in the rst section where we replicated the variance swap
(see Section 1.1).
Without assuming independence, we do not nd exact replication strategies
or exact formulas, but we nd sub- and superreplication strategies, which
are of great practical importance.
3.2. Hedging options on variance. In this section we deal with a contract
called the variance call. The variance call pays at some xed time T and for
some xed Q the amount
([X]T  Q)+(59)
We will need the following two propositions:
Proposition 3.1. Let U be an open set with (S0; 0) 2 U  R2.
Let g 2 C2;1 on U and continuous on U and let T 2 (0;1).
We then have for all stopping times with   inf(t : (St; [(S)]t) =2 U)
g(ST^ ; [X]t) = g(S0; 0) +
Z T^
0
gydSu +
Z T^
0
(
1
2
gyy + 
2
ygq) dSu(60)
and if y(y) > 0; 8y 2 U then
g(ST^ ; [X]t) = g(S0; 0) +
Z T^
0
gydSu +
Z T^
0
(
1gyy
22y
+ gq) d[X
]u:(61)
Proof. Dene n := inffT : 9(y; q) 2 RR+ Us:t:jSt yj+j[Xt ] qj < 1=ng.
We can apply Itô's rule to (St^n ; [X]t^n)8n since the stopped process only
takes values in U where g is in C2;1 by assumption, we have 8 T
g(ST^n ; [(S)]T^n) = g(S0; 0) +
Z T^n
0
gydSu +
Z T^n
0
(
1
2
gyy + 
2
ygq) dSu:
We now let n!1 to get the rst equation. We get the second equation by
d[X]t = 
2
ydSt 
The next proposition will serve as an important tool in our analysis.
Proposition 3.2. Let U; g;  be as in Proposition 3.1 and let 8y; q 2 U
gyy
22y
+ gq = 0:(62)
Then we can replicate the payo g(ST^ ; [X]T^ ) with the following self
nancing strategy. We need to hold at each time t  T ^  :
gy(St; [X
]t) shares
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g(St; [X
]t)  Stgy(St; [X]t) bonds
The time zero value is V0 = g(S0; 0).
Proof. We have for the portfolio value at time t   ^ T
Vt := g(St; [X
]t)  Stgy(St; [X]t) + gy(St; [X]t)St = g(St; [X]t):
By (3.2) and (62) we have:
g(St; [X
]t) = g(S0; 0) +
Z t
0
gy(Su; [X
]u) dSu + 0;
from this we get the self-nancing condition
dVt = gy(St; [X
]t)dSt:
That the strategy has the claimed time zero value is obvious. 
The condition (62) implies that the payo g(ST^ ; [X]T^ ) is just a static
bond position and a dynamic stock position. By our proposition, such payos
can be replicated with the above dynamic stock position.
Now we use this proposition to subreplicate a claim on the stock price re-
ceived at a time when the log varianceXT of the stock price reaches a barrier.
Proposition 3.3. Let the stopping time Q be dened as
Q := inf(t  0 : [X]t = Q):
For v  0 and y > 0 and a continuous f : R+ ! R with jf(ez)j  F (ejzj)
for some polynomial F let for v > 0
BS(y; v; f) :=
Z 1
 1
f(yez)
1p
2
e 
(z+v=2)2
2v dz
and for v = 0
BS(y; v; f) = f(y):
Then we can replicate the payo at time T ^  :
f(SQ)1QT +BS(ST ; Q  [XT ]; f)1Q>T(63)
by holding at each time t  T ^ Q:
BSy(St; Q  [Xt]; f) shares
BS(St; Q  [Xt]; f)  StBSy(St; Q  [Xt]; f) bonds
The time zero value of our replicating portfolio is given by BS(S0; Q; f).
Proof. Our process [X]t is continuous, since St is assumed to be continuous.
Therefore Q really is a stopping time.
Let us dene g(y; q) := BS(y;Q  q; f).
By direct calculation we see that 12y
2gyy + gy = 0 is satised on R+ 
( 1; Q), which is (62) in the log case. The function is in C2;1 on U and
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continuous on U . We see that as q ! Q the term 1p
2
e 
(z+v=2)2
2v converges
to the Dirac-delta function. Applying Proposition 3.2 yields our result. 
This result immediately gives a lower bound and a subreplicating strategy
on a contract paying
f(SQ)1QT(64)
for some terminal time T and a variance barrier Q.
At time zero we have
BS(S0; Q; f)  E[f(SQ)1T ]:
At time t we obtain if [X]t < Q the lower bound (setting ~Q = Q  [X]t)
BS(S0; ~Q; f)  E[f(SQ)1T jFt]
and if [X]t > Q we obviously have E[f(SQ)1T jFt] = 0.
Such contracts have been traded, and are therefore of practical importance.
Obviously, this lower bound is robust in the sense that it holds for all con-
tinuous models.
Remark We have seen that in our completely general continuous framework
surprisingly the Black Scholes formula comes into play. The above result can
be understood as "delta hedging in business time". In a sense, we obtain the
Black-Scholes model in our general martingale setting. If [X]1 =1 (which
is obviously reasonable), we have by Theorem 1.11
Xt = W[X]t  
1
2
[X]t(65)
where W is a Brownian motion. Since Xt = log(St=S0) we nd
St = S0e
W[X]t [X]t=2:(66)
Hence with respect to business time [X]t the stock price St is a geometric
Brownian motion.
The next theorem gives a subreplicating strategy for the variance call.
Remark Let us give some intuition to this theorem and assume for the
moment that the stopping time Q is bounded.
At the moment when [X] hitsQ the variance call turns into a forward starting
variance swap starting at the time Q, since the quadratic variation is an
increasing process and the call therefore stays in the money.
If Q < T we need to subreplicate this variance swap. We know how to
replicate this variance swap by Theorem 1.6. We can remove the assumption
that  (SQ) trades with the help of Proposition 3.3 and nd a practical
subreplicating strategy.
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If Q  T ([X] does not hit Q and the variance call pays zero) we have at
time T the payo (ST ) and a claim on  (SQ). We get
E[(SQ)jFT ]  (E[SQ jFT ]) = (ST )
where the inequality follows from Jensen's inequality and the convexity of 
and the equality follows from the optional stopping theorem and the bound-
edness of Q. We have shown that our portfolio value is negative and hence
less than zero which is the payo of the variance call. Therefore subreplica-
tion has succeeded.
Let us make our arguments precise and prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.4. Let  : (0;1) ! [0;1) be a convex function where the
second derivative in the distributional sense has a density yy. Assume that
it satises
yy(y)  2
y2
8y 2 (0;1)(67)
and
E[(ST )] <1:
We let q be the stopping time from Proposition 3.3 and dene
t =
(
 BSy(St; Q  [X]t; ) t  q
 y (St) t > Q:
The following self-nancing strategy subreplicates the variance call. At each
time t  T hold:
1 claim on (ST )
t shares
 BS(S0; Q; ) +
R t
0 y dSu  tSt bonds
The time zero value of the strategy is V0 =  BS(S0; Q; ) + E[(ST )].
Proof. The strategy obviously self-nancing. We distinguish the two cases
Q  T and Q > T .
If Q  T we have for the portfolio at time T
VT =  BS(S0; Q; ) +
Z Q
0
u dSu +
Z T
Q
u dSu + (ST ):
Since Q  T we have Q ^ T = Q and Proposition 3.3 gives
 BS(S0; Q; ) 
Z Q
0
BSy(Su; Q  [X]u; )dSu =  (SQ)
and we obtain
 BS(S0; Q; ) +
Z Q
0
u dSu +
Z T
Q
u dSu + (ST )
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=  (SQ) +
Z T
Q
u dSu + (ST )
 [X]T   [X]Q = ([X]T  Q)+
where we used Theorem 1.6 with (S) = log(S=S0) and ! = 1.
If q  T we have by Proposition 3.3:
VT =  BS(S0; Q; ) +
Z T
0
u dSu + (ST )
=  BS(ST ; Q  [X]T ; ) +BS(ST ; 0; )
 0 = ([X]T  Q)+
where we used that for a convex function  BS is increasing in the volatility.
To see this calculate:
y2BSyy(y; q; T ) =
1
qT
BSq(y; q; T )
and dierentiation shows
BSy(y; q; T ) =
Z 1
 1
y (yez)ez0(z; 1
2
q2T; q
p
T ) dz
where 0(y; ; p) is the normal density with mean  and standard derivation
p. Since  is convex we get BSyy  0 which lead together with the above
formula to
BSq(y; q; T )  0:
It is obvious that the strategy has the claimed time zero value
V0 = E[(ST )] BS(S0; Q; ):

The above theorem has shown how to subreplicate the variance call. Since
the strategy works for every , which satises our assumptions we have a
whole class of subreplicating strategies. By our theorem we know the time
zero value of these strategies. We now seek to nd the  which maximizes
this value, and gives a meaningful lower bound for the variance call price in
terms of Europeans. The following proposition will tackle this problem. We
will see that a certain corridor variance swap is the strategy  that we are
searching for.
Denition 3.5. Let K 2 R+ and let us dene the Black Scholes implied
volatility IV0(K;T ) if K  S0 as the unique solution to
BS(S0; IV0(K;T ); (ST  K)+) = E[(ST  K)+](68)
and if K < S0 as the unique solution to
BS(S0; IV0(K;T ); (K   ST )+) = E[(K   ST )+]:(69)
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Proposition 3.6. Let  : (0;1) ! [0;1) be a convex function where the
second derivative in the distributional sense has a density yy. Assume that
it satises
yy(y)  2
y2
: 8y 2 (0;1):(70)
Furthermore, we assume that the function K 7! IV0(K;T ) is Borel measur-
able. We then have:
E[(ST )] BS(S0; Q; )  E[opt(ST )] BS(S0; Q; opt)(71)
where
opt(y) =  2 log(y=S0)1fy2R+:IV0(y;T )>Qg:(72)
Proof. Note that by setting F = S0 in Theorem 1.12 we get by setting
CK(y) = (y  K)+ and PK(y) = (K   y)+:
E[(ST )] = (S0) +
Z S0
0
E[PK(ST )]yy(K) dK +
Z 1
S0
yy(K)E[CK(ST )] dK
where the term with the rst derivative cancels because St is a martingale
and C(S0)  P (S0) = ST   S0. By Theorem 1.12 we also have:
BS(S0; Q; ) = (S0) +
Z S0
0
yy(K)BS(S0; Q; PK(ST )) dK
+
Z 1
S0
yy(K)BS(S0; Q;CK(ST )) dK:
Using these results we get:
E[(ST )] BS(S0; Q; ) =
Z S0
0
yy(K)[E[PK(ST )] BS(S0; Q; PK(ST ))]
+
Z 1
S0
yy(K)[E[CK(ST )] BS(S0; Q;CK(ST ))]
=
Z S0
0
yy(K)[BS(S0; IV0(K;T ); PK(ST )) BS(S0; Q; PK(ST ))] dK
+
Z 1
S0
yy(K)[BS(S0; IV0(K;T ); CK(ST )) BS(S0; Q;CK(ST ))] dK
where we have used the denition of the implied volatility for the second
equation.
We have that 0  y2yy(y)  2 by the convexity of  and (70).
Since the Black-Scholes formula is increasing in volatility the term in the
brackets is positive if and only if IV0(K;T ) > Q. Therefore, we haveZ S0
0
yy(K)[BS(S0; IV0(K;T ); PK(ST )) BS(S0; Q; PK(ST ))] dK
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+
Z 1
S0
yy(K)[BS(S0; IV0(K;T ); CK(ST )) BS(S0; Q;CK(ST ))] dK

Z
fKS0:IV0(K;T )>Qg
2
K2
E[CK(ST )] dK
+
Z
fK<S0:IV0(K;T )>Qg
2
K2
E[PK(ST )] dK:
The last expression makes sense since the integrals are nite by our assump-
tion E[[X]T ] <1 and the assumption that IV0 is measurable. We obviously
have by (28):
E[opt] =
Z
fKS0:IV0(K;T )>Qg
2
K2
E[CK(ST )] dK
+
Z
fK<S0:IV0(K;T )>Qg
2
K2
E[PK(ST )] dK
which completes the proof. 
Remark For example a continuous function with countably many jumps
is still measurable, thus the assumption that IV0 is measurable has little
practical impact.
As for the previous volatility derivatives, we can get information on their
price from a continuum of European vanilla options. The way to subrepli-
cate the variance call reminds us of the formula for the variance swap. We
need to hold the same European option positions for a strike K if we have
IV0(K;T ) < Q, if not we do not hold options with this strike. Given all
available option prices of the market we can model independently nd a
lower bound for the price of the variance call by approximating:Z
fKS0:IV0(K;T )>Qg
2
K2
C(K) dK +
Z
fK<S0:IV0(K;T )>Qg
2
K2
P (K) dK:
Note that as for the variance swap case, the above strategy is practical in the
way that we only have to continuously trade in the stock and hold a static
option position. However, in contrast to the variance swap case, we merely
nd a subreplication strategy instead of an exact replication strategy under
these general assumptions.
Remark The above results hold at time zero. What about a general time
t? If we want to nd a lower bound for the price of a variance call with strike
Q and expiry date T at some time t 2 (0; T ), we distinguish between two
cases.
If [X]t > Q we will surely nish in the money (since [X]t is increasing), so
we can exactly price the variance call using the strategy of the variance swap
since we have the payo [X]T  Q.
If [X]t  Q we use the above method with the the new strike ~Q = Q  [X]t.
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A trivial upper bound for the variance call price is the variance swap price
given by  2E[log(ST )=S0)]. For more information on upper bounds see Carr
and Lee [7].
3.3. A log-normal assumption. After having tried to tackle the problem
of pricing the variance call model-independently, we make a very strong as-
sumption.
In this section we assume that the for some time t  T the remaining volatil-
ity
p
[X]T  
p
[X]t is log-normal distributed, i.e. log(
p
[X]T  
p
[X]t) is
N(t; s
2
t ) distributed. Empirical studies show that this assumption is indeed
very reasonable.
We set:
[X]0;t : the running variance from time 0 to t
V OLt := E[
p
[X]T jFt] the time t price of the volatility swap
V ARt := E[[X]T jFt] the time t price of the variance swap
Our assumption implies:
E[
p
[XT ] 
p
[X]tjFt] = et+s2t =2
where t and s
2
t denote the time-t conditional parameters of our log-normal
distribution.
From the above equation we get:
E[(
p
[XT ] 
p
[X]t)
2jFt] = e2t+2s2t :
We then have:
t + s
2
t = log(V OLt  
q
[X]0;t)
and
2t + 2s
2
t = log(V ARt   2V OLt
q
[X]0;t + [X]0;t)
which we solve for t and st to obtain:
s2t = log(V ARt   2V olt
q
[X]0;t + [X]0;t)  2 log(V OLt  
q
[X]0;t)
and
t = 2 log(V OLt  
q
[X]0;t)  2 log(V ARt   2V olt
q
[X]0;t + [X]0;t):
We see that we can compute the time t-conditional mean and variance of
our log-normal distribution from the prices of variance and volatility swaps.
These prices can be calculated with methods from the preceding sections or
obtained from the market.
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We then get from Carr and Lee [9] the following Black-Scholes style formula
for the price of the variance call:
E[([X]T  K)+jFt] =
(
V ALt  K K  [X]0;t
v2N(d0) + 2
p
[X]0;tv1N(d1)  (K   [X]0;t)N(d2) K > [X]0;t
(73)
where:
v1 := V OLt  
q
[X]0;t
v2 = V ARt   2V OLt
q
[X]0;t + [X]0;t
and
dj :=
mt   log(
p
K  p[X]0;t)
st
+ (2  j)st: j = 0; 1; 2
The great advantage of this formula is that all that is required to compute the
variance call price are the current volatility swap and variance swap prices
and the observable running variance at time t. Then a simple calculator can
do the calculation without problems. The drawback, of course, is the strong
assumption of the log-normal distribution.
We will numerically test the robustness of this formula by underlying a spe-
cic model. We will use the Bates model of the previous section. The
following tables gives an overview of the parameters we have used for our
tests.
Figure       T strike
11 0.1 -0.1;-0,3-0,5 0.2 0.04 0.39 1.05 2 0 to 0.2
12 0.1 -0.1 to -0.7 0.2 0.04 0.39 1.05 2 at the money
13 0.1 -0.1 to -0.7 0.2 0.04 0.39 1.05 2 75% of swap
14 0.1 -0.1 to -0.7 0.2 0.04 0.39 1.05 2 40% of swap
In Figure 11 we plot the true value and (73) against the strike for three
dierent values of . Obviously, increasing the jump size increases the value
of the variance call. We see that for very low strikes we have almost no error
(if the strike is zero we have a variance swap and the error is zero). Then
we have some strikes where (73) overestimates the true value and nally for
very high strikes (73) underestimates the true value. We nd this pattern
for all jump sizes for roughly the same strikes.
In Figure 12 we see the important at the money variance call (the call where
K = V AR0) plotted against the jump size . We see that for small jump
sizes the at the money variance call is still in the area of strikes where (73)
slightly overestimates the true value and for higher jump sizes we have an
underestimation of the true value. Note that Figure 11 also suggests this
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behavior. We have the same plot in Figure 13 with K = 0:75V AR0 and we
see that the errors are signicant.
Figure 11 suggests that for calls deep in the money formula (73) should be
a very good approximation. By Figure 14 we see that for the strike
K = 0:4V AR0 we have nearly no error for reasonable small jump sizes
(  0:4).
Remark In summary, we have seen that for deep in the money strikes for-
mula (73) is a very good approximation of the true price of the variance call
when the price follows Bates dynamics. Additionally, we have found that
how deep the strike has to be in the money depends on the jump size.
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Figure 11. Bates model-plotted against the strike K
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